1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Research shows that undamaged tissue in both the contralesional (usually right) and ipsilesional (left) hemispheres of the brain is recruited to support recovery in stroke-induced aphasia (see reviews by \[[@B1]--[@B7]\]). Neuroimaging studies show that in early stages of recovery, the right hemisphere (RH) is active during language tasks; however, a shift in activation to the left hemisphere (LH) regions has been found across tasks, including word repetition, rhyme judgment, auditory word/sentence comprehension, semantic association, and reading \[[@B8]--[@B12]\]. Functional neuroimaging studies conducted with chronic aphasic individuals also confirm a primary role of ipsilesional tissue in recovery, finding significant correlations between recovery of language function and activation in the LH during confrontation-naming tasks \[[@B13], [@B14]\].

Other studies, however, have found RH recruitment, even in late stages of recovery \[[@B15]--[@B23]\]. Patients studied by Musso and coworkers \[[@B18]\] with lesions in the LH superior temporal gyrus (STG) showed activation in the RH STG during a sentence comprehension task, which positively correlated with off-line performance on a measure of auditory verbal comprehension. Similarly, Perani et al. \[[@B20]\] reported patients with damage to the LH inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) who showed activation of the RH homologue of this region when performing a verbal fluency task. In keeping with these findings, a recent meta-analysis of 12 neuroimaging studies in chronic stroke-induced aphasia \[[@B24]\] showed that, although aphasic individuals evince activation in the LH (i.e., the IFG and middle temporal gyrus (MTG), similar to healthy controls, as well as the left middle frontal gyrus (MFG) and insula), they also show the right hemisphere activation across a variety of language tasks (i.e., in the postcentral gyrus (PCG) and MTG).

Evidence of RH recruitment to support language recovery also comes from studies examining treatment-induced neural plasticity in chronic aphasia, showing increased RH activation associated with treatment gains \[[@B17], [@B25]--[@B31]\]. Recently, Kiran et al. \[[@B29]\] examined neural activation and effective connectivity within the left language network and right homologous regions following language treatment in eight chronic aphasic individuals. The results showed posttreatment increases in neural activity, bilaterally, in picture naming and semantic feature verification tasks. Importantly, effective connectivity maps in individuals with aphasia revealed that the LH IFG and the connection between the RH IFG and the RH MFG, respectively, most consistently modulated as a function of rehabilitation. Several other studies have shown similar patterns of posttreatment increases in the RH regions on picture naming (see \[[@B13], [@B32]\]) as well as semantic (compared to orthographic and phonological) processing tasks \[[@B33], [@B34]\]. Thompson et al. \[[@B35]\] also found a bilateral posttreatment upregulation of activation in the temporoparietal region in six chronic aphasic individuals who showed treatment-induced improvement in syntactic processing. These data indicate that the RH regions are engaged in language processing following damage to LH language networks. However, whether or if engagement of the RH is associated with maximally effective language processing has been questioned.

Some research suggests that rather than benefitting language processing, RH recruitment may be maladaptive and reflect inefficient language processing, finding, for example, either no association between increased RH activation and performance on a verb generation task \[[@B36]\] or a correlation between RH frontal activation and production of inaccurate responses on a picture-naming task \[[@B37]\]. An inefficient/maladaptive role of the RH has also been suggested by brain stimulation studies, showing that inhibitory repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) applied to the RH regions (i.e., the IFG) improves language function (\[[@B38]--[@B41]\]; also see \[[@B6]\] for review), putatively secondary to inhibition of the maladaptive RH regions, which thereby facilitates LH processing (but see \[[@B42]--[@B44]\] for evidence suggesting that excitatory stimulation directed to the RH positively impacts language performance in chronic aphasic individuals). These and other studies have led to the assertion that recruitment of ipsilesional, rather than contralesional, tissue into the language network may result in greater language gains. Some recent neuroimaging studies also suggest that the contribution of the RH to recovery from aphasia may not reflect restoration of language processes, but rather the engagement of domain-general networks responsible for attention and cognitive control \[[@B45], [@B46]\], or processing of perceptual aspects of verbal stimuli \[[@B47]\].

One way to estimate the functionality of cortical tissue is to examine the density of grey matter (GM) tissue, with the assumption that greater GM volume is associated with greater functionality and lesser (i.e., cortical atrophy) associated with decreased function \[[@B48], [@B49]\]. Studies on the recovery of motor function in chronic stroke have found both increases and decreases in GM volume in motor regions of the brain in patients following recovery (versus healthy controls). Zhang et al. \[[@B50]\] examined 26 hemiparetic individuals (with partial or complete recovery) and 25 age-matched controls on motor tasks before and after physical therapy. They found reduced cortical volume in the ipsilesional motor region for all patients compared to controls with no GM changes in contralesional motor areas. However, in another study, Gauthier et al. \[[@B51]\] found increased GM volume in RH motor regions, homologous to lesioned tissue in the LH, associated with recovery of function in 85 individuals with chronic stroke (also see \[[@B52]\]).

Few studies have examined GM volume in patients with cognitive impairments resulting from stroke. Stebbins et al. \[[@B53]\], using voxel-based morphometry (VBM, \[[@B54]\]), reported significant GM volume reductions (mostly in the thalamus) for stroke patients (*n* = 91) with cognitive impairment (compared to those without). In another study, Xing et al. \[[@B55]\] reported increased GM volume (compared to healthy, unimpaired control participants) in the right temporoparietal cortex (i.e., the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and STG) in individuals with chronic stroke-induced aphasia. They further showed that GM volume was positively associated with overall aphasia severity as well as performance on production subtests of the *Western Aphasia Battery-Revised* (WAB-R; \[[@B56]\]) (i.e., spontaneous speech, repetition, and naming). Although the study was not longitudinal, the authors interpreted the results as suggesting a compensatory role of the right posterior regions in chronic aphasia. In addition, by partialing out participant variables (e.g., age, gender, level of education, and handedness) as well as the effect of lesion volume on language performance, the authors found the right hypertrophic temporoparietal regions, suggesting that these regions play a role in language recovery.

The present study examined RH GM volume in individuals with chronic stroke-induced aphasia and cognitively healthy people using voxel-based morphometry (VBM; \[[@B54]\]), a voxel-wise neuroimaging technique used for measuring variables associated with brain anatomy (e.g., GM volume). We compared group differences (healthy versus aphasic participants) in GM volume in the entire RH and in RH regions-of-interest (ROIs) where aphasic individuals exhibited a significant relation between GM volume and language performance. Given that lesion site is a critical source of heterogeneity associated with poststroke language ability, we then used voxel-based lesion symptom mapping (VLSM; \[[@B55]\]) to examine the relation between lesion site and language performance in the aphasic participants. Finally, using results derived from the VLSM analysis as a covariate (following Xing et al. \[[@B56]\]), we evaluated the relation between GM volume in the RH and language scores across domains, including comprehension and production processes both at the word and sentence level and across spoken and written modalities.

In line with the aforementioned studies showing structural changes after LH stroke, we expected differences in GM volume in the RH in the aphasic participants compared to healthy controls (i.e., either decreased or increased volumes). We also predicted that if the RH supports language function, then a positive correlation between performance on language tasks and RH GM volume would be observed, independently of differences in lesion volume. Conversely, if the RH does not support language functions, we expected no correlation between language performance and RH GM volume in the group of aphasic participants.

2. Method {#sec2}
=========

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Forty participants with aphasia (14 female) resulting from a single-left hemisphere stroke and 40 cognitively healthy age-matched (AM) controls (18 female) were recruited for the study from three research sites: Northwestern (NU), Boston (BU and MGH), and Johns Hopkins (JHU) Universities. All were native English speakers, passed a pure-tone audiometric screening and evinced normal or corrected-to-normal vision (self-reported). All participants were right handed, with the exception of one aphasic speaker who was left handed prior to the stroke that affected his left hemisphere. Participants at each site were recruited as part of a large-scale study examining treatment-induced changes in brain function and, hence, were selected for specific language-deficit patterns: agrammatism (NU), anomia (BU, MGH), and dysgraphia (JHU).

Across sites, the aphasic and control groups were matched for age (*t* (77.9) = −0.166; *p* \> 0.05), ranging from 35 to 81 (59.4 ± 12.4 yrs) and 24--80 (58.9 ± 11.8 yrs) for the two participant groups, respectively, and years of education (aphasic group mean = 16.1 ± 2.2; control group mean = 15.6 ± 2.4 (*t* (71.5) = −0.936; *p* \> 0.05)). Within site, participant groups also did not differ in age (NU: *t* (20) = 1.678, *p* \> 0.05; BU: *t* (31.7) = −0.882, *p* \> 0.05; and JHU: *t* (21.8) = −0.293, *p* \> 0.05), and years of education were matched between participant groups for all sites except JHU, where patients were more highly educated than the control participants (NU: *t* (19) = −0.571, *p* \> 0.05; BU: *t* (22.7) = 0.398, *p* \> 0.05; and JHU: *t* (18.9) = −2.275, *p* = 0.035). All participants completed written consent form approved by NU, BU, and JHU Institutional Review Boards (IRB). See [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} for demographic data.

Aphasic participants were at least eight months post onset of stroke (57.2 ± 52.3 months) and presented with aphasia based on administration of the *Western Aphasia Battery-Revised* (WAB-R; \[[@B57]\]) and a uniform set of cross-site language measures. The WAB Aphasia Quotient score (WAB-AQ) ranged from 25.2 to 98.4 (70.2 ± 20.5), with no significant differences between participants enrolled at NU and those enrolled at the other sites (NU versus BU: *t* = 1.282, *p* \> 0.05; NU versus JHU: *t* = −1.536, *p* \> 0.05), while aphasic participants enrolled at BU showed lower WAB-AQ scores than those at JHU (*t* = −2.452, *p* = 0.021). The type and severity of language impairment were characterized using a test battery, which included selected subtests of the *Northwestern Naming Battery* (NNB; \[[@B58]\]), *Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia* (PALPA; \[[@B59]\]); and *Northwestern Assessment of Verbs and Sentences* (NAVS; \[[@B60]\]).

2.2. Language Measures {#sec2.2}
----------------------

Language measures selected to examine participants\' abilities across domains included the confrontation-naming (CN) and auditory comprehension (AC) subtests from the NNB to quantify single-word naming and comprehension. These subtests use the same sets of nouns and verbs for testing in both domains. From the PALPA, subtests 35, 40, and 51 were selected to evaluate oral reading of words with regular and irregular orthography (PALPA35), spelling-to-dictation of words with high and low frequency (PALPA40), and semantic association between written words (PALPA51), respectively. Finally, the Sentence Production Priming Test (SPPT) and the Sentence Comprehension Test (SCT) from the NAVS were used to evaluate production and comprehension of sentences of different complexity (same sentences tested across domains).

2.3. MRI Image Acquisition {#sec2.3}
--------------------------

A 3T Trio Siemens scanner at NU, a 3T Skyra at BU, and a Phillips Intera scanner at JHU were used to obtain anatomical T1-weighted scans. Across all sites, standard T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE scans were acquired in the sagittal plane (TR/TE = 2300/2.91 ms, Flip angle = 9°, 1 × 1 × 1 mm), together with a T2-weighted FLAIR sequence (TR/TE = 9000/90 ms, Flip angle = 150°, 0.86 × 0.86 × 5 mm), which was coregistered and resliced for resolution and orientation consistency with T1 images by participant. Prior to the study, imaging sequences were equated across sites, with the same parameters used for data acquisition across scanners, and quality control was performed to ensure high-quality data from each site.

2.4. MRI Preprocessing (NUNDA Pipeline Description) {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------------------------

Anatomical images were corrected for bias field inhomogeneities \[[@B61]\], and lesioned brain regions were masked out before being subjected to a standard voxel-based morphometry workflow using VBM8 toolbox (developed by Christian Gaser). Analysis steps included tissue segmentation, rigid registration, and DARTEL normalization to the template space (Template_1\_IXI550_MNI152.nii). The normalized and modulated GM segments were smoothed by 8 mm FWHM Gaussian Kernel and masked using a right hemisphere (RH) GM mask of the T1 brain template.

2.5. Lesion Identification {#sec2.5}
--------------------------

The chronic stroke lesion mask was manually generated using MRIcron \[[@B62]\] in native space by trained professionals from each site. To delineate the borders of the necrotic tissue for each patient, intensity measures for white and grey matter (WM and GM) in the contralateral right hemisphere were used for each axial slice. The left hemisphere lesioned tissue was drawn on each slice using the pen tool of MRIcron, and then applying the minimum intensity to the outlined area using the intensity filter function. Additional manual correction was applied by visualizing the volume in all three planes simultaneously. All brains and lesions were normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space as part of the anatomical preprocessing pipeline provided by the Northwestern University Neuroimaging Data Archive (NUNDA; \[[@B63]\]) prior to VLSM analysis. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} displays a lesion overlap map for the aphasic participant group.

2.6. Data Analyses {#sec2.6}
------------------

### 2.6.1. Analysis 1: Between-Subject (Aphasic Participants, AM Controls) Differences in GM Volume {#sec2.6.1}

The group differences (healthy versus aphasic participants) in grey matter volume were examined in the entire RH and in selected region of interest (ROI). The ROIs were derived from the VBM Analysis 3 (see next). Specifically, for any cluster in which grey matter volume was found to be significantly associated with any of our seven language measures (VBM Analysis 3), we identified the ROI within which the peak voxel for that cluster resided. The so identified ROIs included the right supplementary motor area (SMA), MTG, insula, hippocampus, postcentral, and pallidum areas (see [Figure 2()](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These ROIs were anatomically defined using the AAL atlas within the MarsBaR toolbox in SPM8 \[[@B64]\]. For each ROI, a linear regression analysis was conducted using R 3.2.3 \[[@B65]\], where the mean GM volume was used as a dependent variable, and group (healthy versus aphasic individuals) as an independent variable. Age and total intracranial volume (computed as the sum of grey and white matter and cerebrospinal fluid) were included as covariates in all regression models. Additionally, *p* values resulting from regression analyses were corrected for the number of ROIs examined using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction \[[@B66]\], with *n* being the total number of ROIs examined (6). Only Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected results are reported in the [Results](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}.

### 2.6.2. Analysis 2: The Effect of LH Lesion on Language Performance {#sec2.6.2}

A voxel-based lesion symptom mapping (VLSM) approach was used to analyze the relationship between lesions in the left hemisphere and language performance \[[@B55]\], using the VLSM toolbox (<http://www.crl.ucsd.edu/vlsm>) running under Matlab R2014a. (MathWorks Inc., 2014). The participants\' lesion images (binary) and language scores (% correct) were entered into a VLSM analysis. For each voxel, aphasic participants were divided into two groups based on the presence (1) or absence (0) of a lesion in that voxel. Only voxels in which more than four (at least 10%) participants had lesions were included in the analysis. VLSM analyses were run with *n* = 1000 permutation tests, resulting in T-maps that reflected critical regions in the LH where lesioned tissue was associated with performance on a given language measure. The total lesion volume was automatically calculated from the lesion masks and served as a covariate in the analysis. Significant results were derived from voxel-wise *t*-tests using a threshold of *p* \< 0.05 with permutation-based correction for multiple comparisons. Cluster level *p* values then underwent the Benjamini-Hochberg correction \[[@B66]\] for multiple comparisons (with *n* being the total number of VLSM analyses conducted, that is, seven, one for each language measure). Only corrected *p* values are reported in the text. Additionally, effect sizes for significant comparisons were calculated using the following formula, based on the T-statistics (t) and the degrees of freedom (df) $\sqrt[2]{\left( t^{2}/\left( {t^{2} + df} \right) \right)}$.

### 2.6.3. Analysis 3: The Effect of RH GM Volume on Language Performance {#sec2.6.3}

The relationship between grey matter volume in the right hemisphere and language performance on the seven language domain measures was analyzed by performing voxel-wise multiple linear regression using the VBM8 toolbox (<http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm8>) in Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8; <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>). The segmented, modulated, normalized, and smoothed GM images and language scores (% correct) were entered in each regression model, resulting in T-maps that showed regions where GM volume was significantly associated with language performance. As pointed by Xing et al. \[[@B56]\], when determining the contribution of GM volume in the RH to language performance, it is important to account for the contribution of LH lesioned tissue to the performance on the same language measure, as any correlation found between RH GM volume and language performance may be influenced by the effect of the LH lesion size/site on the participants\' performance. In order to account for this, as in Xing et al. \[[@B56]\], the "proportion of critical area of damage" (PCAD) was entered as a covariate together with age and the total intracranial volume (computed as the sum of grey and white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid) in the VBM analysis to partial out their effects on language performance. The PCAD was computed by intersecting the map derived from the group VLSM with each participant\'s lesion, divided by the VLSM map volume. The PCAD, then, ranged from 0 (when there was no overlap between a patient\'s lesion and the group map) to 1 (when there was total overlap, with all voxels lesioned in the group map also lesion for the patient). Group T-maps derived from VBM analyses conducted on language measures were then thresholded by determining the minimum cluster size based on a *p* \< 0.001 voxel-level threshold and on an estimate of image smoothness in AFNI \[[@B67]\], following the evidence of a disproportionately high rate of false-positive results yielded by family-wise (FWE) cluster-level correction in SPM \[[@B68]\]. The group residuals derived from the SPM T-maps were run through the 3dfwhmx function in AFNI, which uses the latest version of the autocorrelation function, to derive an estimate of image smoothness, and thresholded at a conservative *p* \< 0.001 voxel level using the 3dClustSim function, to determine the appropriate cluster size threshold for each regression analysis. T-maps were also multiplied by a GM mask to ensure significant clusters would be restricted to grey matter and by the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas to obtain MNI coordinates for every peak in every significant cluster. The AAL template was then overlaid onto each binarized T-map using MRIcron \[[@B62]\] to identify the region corresponding to each peak coordinate. Cluster *p* values were finally corrected for multiple comparisons (with *n* being the number of regressions performed, that is, seven, one for each language measure) using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction \[[@B66]\]. As for VLSM, effect sizes for each VBM regression analysis were computed as described above, and only corrected *p* values are reported in the text.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Language Measures {#sec3.1}
----------------------

Participant scores derived from administration of language measures across language domains are shown in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}. Within the comprehension domain, participants performed well on spoken word comprehension (NNB AC: 92.5 ± 14.5), while scores obtained on semantic association and sentence comprehension were lower on average and more variable (PALPA51: 64.0 ± 20.1; NAVS SCT: 71.4 ± 17.3). Within the production domain, aphasic participants scored better on spoken word production and oral reading (NNB CN: 70.5 ± 29.7; PALPA 35: 65.1 ± 34.3) than on spelling-to-dictation (PALPA40: 37.1 ± 26.8) and sentence production (NAVS SPPT: 39.4 ± 31.5).

3.2. Between-Subject (Aphasic Participants, AM Controls) Differences in GM Volume {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Between-subject analysis of GM volume for the entire RH showed no significant differences between the aphasic participants and age-matched controls. The results of the ROI analyses revealed between-group differences in the right SMA (*p* = 0.054), where patients showed reduced GM volume compared to healthy participants. To follow up on this result, a median split was used to divide patients into two groups, that is, those with good (\>65% correct) (*n* = 21) and poor (\<65% correct) (*n* = 19) production ability, based on a composite score (the average percentage correct across the three production measures: spoken word production, oral reading, and sentence production). A between-group (healthy controls, good performers, and poor performers) analysis was run on the mean RH GM volume in the SMA, with age and total intracranial volume included as covariates. The results showed a significant difference between healthy controls and poor performers in GM volume within the RH SMA (*p* = 0.004), while no difference was found between healthy controls and good performers (*p* = 0.294).

3.3. Effect of the LH Lesion on Language Performance (VLSM Results) in Aphasic Participants {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following results were derived from the VLSM analysis and illustrate the relation between LH lesion and language performance. The results of VLSM analyses are reported in [Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} displays the relationship between LH lesion site and performance on each language measure.

For measures assessing comprehension, VLSM analysis of *spoken word comprehension* revealed a trend toward a negative relationship between lesions in the left IFG, STG, putamen, and rolandic operculum and spoken word comprehension scores (*p* = 0.068). Similarly, *word semantic association* performance was negatively associated with lesions in the left IFG, STG, and putamen, as well as in two unlabeled clusters spatially contiguous to the insula and caudate (*p* = 0.068). Finally, for *sentence comprehension*, a trend toward a negative relationship was observed with lesions in the left MTG and STG (*p* = 0.068).

VLSM analyses of production measures revealed no significant relationships between lesions and performance on *spoken word production*, *oral reading*, *spelling*-*to*-*dictation*, or *sentence production* (all corrected ps \> 0.1).

3.4. Effect of the RH GM Volume on Language Performance (VBM Results) in Aphasic Participants {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following results were derived from the VBM regression analysis and illustrate the relation between RH GM volume and language performance where the relations between LH lesioned tissue and language performance (as derived from the VLSM analyses) were taken into account and entered as nuisance variables. VBM maps indicating RH regions in which GM volume was significantly positively associated with language performance are shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The results of VBM analysis for the aphasic participants are reported in [Table 4](#tab4){ref-type="table"}.

The voxel-wise linear regression of *spoken word comprehension* on GM volume revealed a significant positive relationship between single-word comprehension scores and GM volume in the right MTG and insula. VBM analyses conducted on measures of *word semantic association* and *sentence comprehension* did not yield any significant clusters. For production measures, the voxel-wise linear regression of *spoken word production* on the GM volume revealed a significant positive relationship between word production scores and GM volume in the right SMA and insula. Similarly, *oral reading* and *sentence production* performances were positively related with GM volume within the right SMA, whereas *oral reading* performance was also associated with GM volume in the pallidum and hippocampus. Finally, for *spelling-to-dictation,* a positive relationship between GM volume and performance was observed in the right hippocampus and postcentral region.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

This study examined the right hemisphere (RH) grey matter (GM) volume in a group of 40 individuals with stroke-induced chronic aphasia using voxel-based morphometry (VBM). We first compared values derived from the patient group to those derived from 40 age-matched healthy controls, finding reduced GM volume in the RH supplementary motor area (SMA) in aphasic individuals compared to healthy age-matched controls. Follow-up analyses also revealed a significant difference in SMA GM volume only between healthy controls and aphasic individuals with more severe impairment in language production, while no difference emerged between patients with milder language production deficits and healthy individuals. Next, we evaluated the relation between RH GM volume and language performance in the aphasic participant group, controlling for the left hemisphere lesion site, using VBM. The results revealed two findings: (1) better word comprehension was associated with increased RH GM volume in the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and insula, and (2) better word and sentence production was associated with increased RH GM volume in the SMA.

Language comprehension was evaluated using standardized measures of spoken word comprehension, semantic association, and sentence comprehension. The spoken word comprehension measure examined participants\' ability to comprehend single words (nouns and verbs) from an array of semantically or argument structure-related items, respectively. Accordingly, failure on this task reflects inability to either link spoken words to objects/actions or to access semantic knowledge \[[@B58]\]. The semantic association task also examined word comprehension, although from the visual modality, requiring participants to select semantically related words. To perform the sentence comprehension (i.e., sentence-picture matching) task, individuals needed to access lexical and semantic information stored in long-term memory and integrate it into syntactic structure.

The VBM analysis shows that GM volume in the right MTG and insula was positively associated with performance on *spoken word comprehension,* but no association was found between the RH GM volume and the other two comprehension measures, that is, *semantic association* and *sentence comprehension* in any region. Lesion-deficit patterns derived from VLSM showed that lower performance on both word comprehension and semantic association measures were associated with a lesion in the left IFG and STG, whereas lower sentence comprehension scores were associated with lesions in the left STG and MTG. However, given that VLSM analyses yielded results that were only marginally significant after applying a correction for multiple comparisons, the discussion will focus primarily on the results of the VBM analyses, and VLSM results will be discussed within the context of the explanation of the VBM results.

The finding of an association between performance on spoken word comprehension and GM volume in the right temporal cortex suggests that the RH temporal region may support lexical access during word processing. This finding is in line with neuroimaging studies showing increased RH activation in temporal lobe regions with improved lexical-semantic (compared to orthographic and phonological) processing in aphasic participants \[[@B33]\]. The results are also consistent with studies showing increased posttreatment activation bilaterally in the MTG (in addition to the frontal cortex) on a semantic feature verification task, which also requires access to semantic knowledge \[[@B24], [@B29]\]. Moreover, when looking at the results of the lesion-deficit analyses for spoken word comprehension and semantic association tasks, within the context of the aforementioned RH results, damage in the left IFG and STG likely affected lexical selection and storage of lexical representations, respectively. This is consistent with studies showing an association between damage to temporal lobe structures and comprehension/semantic deficits in aphasic individuals \[[@B69], [@B70]\].

In addition to recruitment of the RH temporal lobe, the VBM analysis showed that performance on spoken word comprehension was also associated with GM volume in the insula. Neuroimaging studies have shown activation in the left insula during phonological discrimination tasks \[[@B71], [@B72]\], although its role in word processing is debated, as several neuroimaging studies have found activation of the insula using a variety of language tasks including naming and word generation (\[[@B73]--[@B75]\], see \[[@B76]\] for a review). However, a role for the insula in word comprehension has been suggested in functional connectivity studies, showing significant connections between the insula and the temporal lobe, namely the STG and MTG \[[@B76]\].

Notably, we observed no relationship between GM volumes and sentence comprehension in the right hemisphere. According to most studies with cognitively healthy people, sentence comprehension is supported by a primarily left lateralized temporofrontal network (see \[[@B77]\] for a neurocognitive model of sentence comprehension; also see \[[@B5]\]), with neuroimaging studies showing increased activation in the left frontal and posterior temporal cortex when comparing sentences with plausible versus implausible meanings \[[@B78]\], grammatical versus ungrammatical sentences \[[@B79]\], or syntactically complex versus simple sentences \[[@B31], [@B80], [@B81]\]. These findings suggest that the left temporal and frontal tissue is recruited when strategic, combinatorial, and/or memory processes come into play during sentence processing \[[@B82]\]. In the present study, the absence of a sentence-level comprehension effect in the RH as well as our VLSM lesion-deficit results, revealing a significant negative correlation in the left STG and MTG and sentence comprehension, that is, poorer sentence comprehension was associated with lesions in these regions, consistent with previous findings \[[@B31], [@B70], [@B83], [@B84]\], reflect a reliance on the left hemisphere for sentence comprehension for our patients \[[@B1]\].

Turning to language production, spoken word and sentence production, oral reading, and spelling-to-dictation were tested using standardized measures. Language production engages many of the same processes involved in comprehension, including semantic mediation, phonological processing, and in the case of sentence production, integration of semantic, and syntactic information. However, production also engages motor planning, articulatory, and associated processes.

For *spoken word production*, *sentence production*, and *oral reading*, we found increased RH GM volume in the right SMA associated with better performance. This finding is in line with the results of several neuroimaging studies, which have found significant SMA activation in production tasks in healthy speakers in both silent (covert) and overt production tasks (see \[[@B85]\] and \[[@B3]\] for review; \[[@B86]--[@B88]\]). Although SMA activation often is associated with motor planning and articulatory processes, some authors suggest that this region also is involved in lexical selection and word form encoding \[[@B89], [@B90]\]. Positive correlations between GM volume in the RH SMA found in the present study across production (but not comprehension) tasks support this, suggesting that the right homologue of the SMA may be recruited to support production processes in individuals with aphasia resulting from stroke.

In addition, the VBM analysis showed that performance on word production was associated with increased GM volume in the insula. Neuroimaging studies examining naming and word generation in healthy speakers have found LH insula activation (see \[[@B76]\] for a review). Previous lesion-deficit correlation analyses also have found an association between lesions in the insula and performance on verbal fluency \[[@B54]\], speech initiation, and motor planning \[[@B91], [@B92]\]. In addition, the insula has been shown to have strong connections to the LH prefrontal cortex, including the MFG and SMA \[[@B76]\], suggesting that in our patients, lesions affecting the LH insula and its connections with the LH SMA, the RH homologous frontal regions may result in recruitment of the RH insula and SMA for production processes. Alternatively, the RH SMA and insula may support these processes independent of lesioned tissue in the homologue LH regions.

Lastly, performance on the *spelling-to-dictation* measure was associated with GM volume in the right hippocampus and postcentral areas. Associations between performance on this task and GM volume in the RH hippocampal structures are in line with studies indicating a role of the hippocampus in healthy language learning \[[@B93]--[@B95]\], as well as with studies showing a positive correlation between treatment outcome and GM volume in the LH \[[@B96], [@B97]\] or bilateral hippocampus during recovery from stroke. Although---as previously acknowledged---the present study does not directly reflect "recruitment" of RH regions as part of recovery from aphasia, and the findings of a relation between GM volume and structures supporting healthy learning may not be coincidental. Further studies are necessary to investigate the role of the hippocampus as a structure supporting recovery in stroke-induced aphasia. Similarly, recruitment of the RH postcentral area may be implicated in recovery from aphasia. Previous neuroimaging studies in aphasic individuals have found RH postcentral gyrus activation across a variety of language tasks \[[@B24], [@B29]\].

Overall, our VBM results are inconsistent with those reported by Xing et al. \[[@B56]\]. Whereas Xing et al. found that GM volumes in right temporoparietal areas are related to speech production, but not comprehension, we found the opposite pattern. We found strong correlations between GM volumes in right temporal cortex and comprehension, but not production, and in the domain of production, we found that increased GM volume within the frontal region was associated with better production. It should be noted that the tasks used to test both comprehension and production differed across studies. To evaluate comprehension, Xing et al. \[[@B56]\] used data derived from WAB comprehension subtests and to evaluate production, spontaneous speech data and performance on a repetition task were used, whereas we used linguistically controlled, standardized comprehension and production tasks designed explicitly to elicit both comprehension and production of written and spoken words and sentences. We suggest that controlled tasks designed to measure specific language processes may better reflect neural recruitment patterns associated with recovery from aphasia.

To the extent that GM volume reflects functionality, the positive association between word comprehension and production ability and GM volume in the RH MTG and SMA, respectively, suggests that these regions may play a compensatory role in language recovery in aphasia. Although the precise mechanisms underlying RH GM volume are not completely understood, this finding is in keeping with one theory of language recovery---that RH regions are recruited to perform language functions when the LH is damaged. Notably, however, theories of language recovery suggest that RH compensation occurs in regions homologous to LH damaged regions. For example, in one study, Turkeltaub et al. \[[@B24]\] showed that people with lesions in the left IFG were more likely to recruit the right IFG than those without lesions in that area. Similarly, Buckner et al. \[[@B98]\] reported results of a single-stroke patient who showed activation in the right inferior prefrontal region during a word-stem completion task to compensate for lesioned tissue in the left frontal region, activated by healthy speakers. Also, see studies by Musso et al. and Perani et al., for similar patterns \[[@B18], [@B20]\]. However, the present data do not completely support this idea. Whereas, our patients with word comprehension impairments evinced lesions within the LH MTG, perhaps leading to recruitment of RH MTG, and our patients with sentence comprehension impairments evinced LH STG and MTG lesions, but no increases in GM volume were found in any RH regions. Further, our patients with production impairments did not present with LH SMA lesions but nevertheless showed increases in GM volume in the RH SMA, a nonhomologous region. One explanation for this latter finding is that the LH SMA is highly connected to regions within the LH that were damaged in our patients, perhaps leading to recruitment of its RH homologue.

In the absence of longitudinal data, however, we refrain from making strong claims regarding the relation between RH GM volume and recovery. Although RH regions may be recruited to support functions previously performed by LH regions, it is possible that RH recruitment may be maladaptive, as suggested by some repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation studies (rTMS; see \[[@B6]\] for review). It also is possible that individual differences among participants before (rather than following) stroke may explain the RH GM volume differences we found between aphasic and healthy individuals. Although difficult to accomplish, longitudinal research in which individuals are tested prior to and following stroke could help to address this alternative hypothesis. Research examining GM volume in poststroke patients over time also will provide further insight into the extent to which GM changes are associated with language change. Indeed, the present data are part of a larger longitudinal study examining brain behavior changes associated with treatment (versus no treatment), and the results of which will be informative regarding neural recovery trajectories associated with improved language performance and yield a more comprehensive understanding of both structural and functional plasticity associated with language recovery in stroke aphasia.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

This study examined the relation between the right hemisphere grey matter volume, left hemisphere lesion site, and both spoken and written comprehension and production of words and sentences in chronic stroke-induced aphasia. To the extent that RH grey matter volume reflects neural shifts associated with recovery from left hemisphere brain damage, our results indicate that right hemisphere regions, both homologous and nonhomologous to the left hemisphere lesioned regions, are recruited to support language, with unique recruitment patterns associated with language domain. Although further research is needed, the present findings have important implications for understanding poststroke neural reorganization.
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![Lesion overlap map of 40 participants with aphasia, showing areas of overlap, from no overlap (blue) to maximum overlap (red; *N* = 29 participants).](NP2017-5601509.001){#fig1}

![Six right hemisphere regions of interest (ROIs), derived from VBM analysis, used to evaluate between-group differences in the grey matter volume. SMA = green, MTG = red, insula = blue, hippocampus = violet, postcentral = yellow, and pallidum = cyan.](NP2017-5601509.002){#fig2}

![VLSM maps showing left hemisphere regions that were significantly associated with language performance. Panels (a--c) display lesions correlated with comprehension measures: (a) spoken word comprehension, (b) word semantic association, and (c) sentence comprehension. All voxels shown in color survived a threshold of *p* \< 0.05, based on cluster size and the permutation method. The color bar reflects the range of *t* values from minimum (red) to maximum (yellow).](NP2017-5601509.003){#fig3}

![VBM maps showing right hemisphere regions where GM volume was significantly associated with language performance. Panel (a) shows the relationship between RH gray matter volume and spoken word comprehension. Panels (b--e) display the relationship between RH gray matter volume and production measures: (b) spoken word production, (c) oral reading, (d) spelling-to-dictation, and (e) sentence production. All voxels shown in color survived a threshold of *p* \< 0.05, cluster-level FWE corrected. The color bar reflects the range of *t* values from minimum (red) to maximum (yellow).](NP2017-5601509.004){#fig4}

###### 

Demographic data for aphasic and age-matched healthy participants.

                 *N*   Age (yrs)      Gender     Education (yrs)   Time poststroke (months)
  -------------- ----- -------------- ---------- ----------------- --------------------------
  AM controls    40    58.9 (±11.8)   22F; 18M   15.6 (±2.4)       N/A
   AM NU         11    54.8 (±8.2)    5F; 6M     16.4 (±1.6)       
   AM BU         17    58.2 (±13.4)   8F; 9M     15.4 (±2.8)       
   AM JHU        12    63.7 (±11.7)   9F; 3M     15.0 (±2.3)       
                                                                   
  All aphasics   40    59.4 (±12.4)   14F; 26M   16.1 (±2.2)       57.2 (±52.3)
   NU            11    49.0 (±8.0)    4F; 7M     16.9 (±2.1)       49.3 (±32.5)
   BU            17    62.1 (±12.2)   5F; 12M    15.0 (±2.3)       44.3 (±40.7)
   JHU           12    65.1 (±10.6)   5F; 7M     16.8 (±1.5)       82.7 (±72.7)

###### 

Aphasic participants\' scores on language measures.

  Language domain                                             Test     All patients   BU     JHU    NU                          
  ----------------------------- ----------------------------- -------- -------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
                                *Aphasia severity*            WABAQ    70.2           20.5   62.2   24.3   80.6   16.1   71.3   13.0
  Comprehension                 *Spoken word comprehension*   NNB AC   92.5           14.5   85.5   20.0   98.1   3.8    97.3   4.5
  *Word semantic association*   PALPA 51                      64.0     20.1           54.1   23.7   73.3   16.2   69.7   13.6   
  *Sentence comprehension*      NAVS SCT                      71.4     17.3           71.0   19.6   78.9   17.9   63.9   8.5    
                                                                                                                                
  Production                    *Spoken word production*      NNB CN   70.5           29.7   59.6   37.4   76.6   21.6   80.7   17.8
  *Oral reading*                PALPA 35                      65.1     34.3           56.4   41.3   68.5   28.0   76.0   25.9   
  *Spelling-to-dictation*       PALPA 40                      37.1     26.8           35.1   32.5   42.8   20.7   33.8   24.2   
  *Sentence production*         NAVS SPPT                     39.4     31.5           30.0   34.5   54.0   31.7   40.6   22.2   

###### 

Results of VLSM analyses by language measure.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Language measure            Test       LH regions (AAL)   Cluster size   Peak coordinates   *t* value   df   *p* (perm) correction   Benjamini-Hochberg correction   Effect size           
  --------------------------- ---------- ------------------ -------------- ------------------ ----------- ---- ----------------------- ------------------------------- ------------- ------- -------
  Spoken word comprehension   NNB AC     *Putamen*          949            −32                −17         0    5.15                    35                              0.026         0.068   0.656

  IFG                                                                                                                                                                                        

  STG\                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Rolandic operculum                                                                                                                                                                         

  Word semantic association   PALPA51    *Putamen*\         796            −33                3           −9   4.49                    34                              0.015         0.068   0.61
                                         Insula                                                                                                                                              

  STG/MTG                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Caudate                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Sentence comprehension      NAVS SCT   *MTG*\             1040           −44                −23         0    4.98                    35                              0.029         0.068   0.644
                                         STG                                                                                                                                                 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Note*. [Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"} summarizes regions where lesion volume was significantly associated with language performance in the comprehension domain. The results are presented at a threshold of *p* \< 0.05, based on cluster size and the permutation method. In addition, the permutation-corrected *p* values were corrected for the total number of language measures examined (*n* = 7) using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Significant peak regions are reported with the corresponding coordinates, *T* and *p* values, degrees of freedom, and effect sizes, as well as AAL regions included in the significant cluster; LH: left hemisphere; IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; STG: superior temporal gyrus; MTG: middle temporal gyrus.

###### 

Results of VBM analyses by language measure.

  Language Measure            Test        RH regions (AAL)   Cluster size   Peak coordinates   *t* value   df      FWE correction   Benjamini-Hochberg correction   Effect size            
  --------------------------- ----------- ------------------ -------------- ------------------ ----------- ------- ---------------- ------------------------------- ------------- -------- ------
  Spoken word comprehension   NNB AC      Insula             1458           40.5               −4.5        −7.5    5.861            35                              0.0000        0.0000   0.70
  MTG                         732         55.5               −25.5          −4.5               4.646               0.0000           0.0001                          0.62                   
  Word semantic association   PALPA51                                       No sig. clusters                                                                                               
  Sentence comprehension      NAVS SCT                                      No sig. clusters                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Spoken word production      NNB CN      SMA                545            13.5               16.5        61.5    4.302            35                              0.0001        0.0002   0.59
  Insula                      267         40.5               −7.5           −7.5               4.106               0.0002           0.0003                          0.57                   
  Oral reading                PALPA35     SMA                502            13.5               15          61.5    4.549            34                              0.0001        0.0001   0.62
  Pallidum                    430         25.5               −1.5           −4.5               3.861               0.0005           0.0005                          0.55                   
  Hippocampus                 294         33                 −28.5          −6                 5.274               0.0000           0.0001                          0.67                   
  Spelling-to-dictation       PALPA40     Hippocampus        503            36                 −1.5        −22.5   4.593            35                              0.0001        0.0001   0.61
  Postcentral                 258         49.5               −12            36                 3.981               0.0003           0.0004                          0.56                   
  Sentence production         NAVS SPPT   SMA                275            13.5               15          58.5    4.625            34                              0.0001        0.0001   0.62

*Note*. [Table 4](#tab4){ref-type="table"} summarizes regions where GM volume was significantly associated with language performance in both comprehension and production domains. The results are presented at a threshold of *p* \< 0.05, based on *p* \< 0.001 voxel-level threshold and a minimum cluster size (665--708 mm^3^) determined by an estimate of image smoothness. In addition, cluster *p* values were corrected for the total number of language measures examined (*n* = 7) using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Significant peak regions are reported with corresponding coordinates, *T* and *p* values, degrees of freedom, and effect sizes; RH: right hemisphere; SMA: supplementary motor area; MTG: middle temporal gyrus.
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